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NILE UNIVERSITY

OF NIGERIA

Nile is now proudly part of the
Honoris united Universities
Network
Honoris United Universities is the first and largest pan-African private higher education network committed to educating the next generation of African leaders and professionals able to impact regionally in a globalized world. With a
footprint that extends from Casablanca to Cape Town, and
from Abuja to Tunis, the Honoris network now consists of 11
institutions in 10 countries and 32 cities, amassing significant
expertise in contact, distance, and online education. Its institutions are well established authorities within the disciplines
of Medical & Health Sciences, Engineering, IT, Business, Law,
Architecture, Creative Arts & Design, Media, Political Science
and Education. Students also have an opportunity to experience exclusive partnerships and exchange programs in more
than 85 universities across Europe and the United States

Key Facts About Honoris
◊

nary universities, specialized schools,

◊
◊

technical and vocational institutes

Europe and the United States

◊

◊

11 institutions including multidiscipli-

60 Urban or residential campuses and

40+ nationalities
85+ partnerships with Universities in
More than 280 degrees courses availa-

learning centers

ble campus-based or online students in

◊
◊
◊
◊

45,000+ students

the fields of Health Science, Engineering,

10 countries across Africa

IT, Business, Law, Architecture, Arts and

32 cities

Design, Media, Education and Political

75,000+ alumni

Science

Benefits of Joining the Honoris Network for Nile
University
· Exchange program opportunities for students at sister universities under the Honoris umbrella,
providing them greater access to international opportunities and exposure.
· Increased distance learning capability, enabling us to offer flexible learning for our students, especially the working-class Postgraduate students.
· Constant collaboration and expertise (best practice) sharing between Nile University and Honoris’
partner universities, improving our ability to provide a global education for students.
www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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Prof. Osman Nuri ARAS - Vice-Chancellor

Vice-Chancellor’s Message
Selecting a university tailored to your educational needs and requirements is a challenging
and very personal choice. Nile University makes
that choice easier by offering a broad range of
professional courses. We endeavor to maintain
a reputation as an international university in
Africa training graduates with internationally
accepted professional qualifications who show
excellence in their jobs as well as social life.
Our motto, “…actualize your dreams” captures
the University’s desire to foster an environment
which enables the individual to realize his or
her dreams and attain self actualization.

opment and prepare you for success in life.
As we welcome you to this community, you
can depend on the promise that the entire
staff and I are committed to working with you
to actualize your dreams. Remember, this is
your time; so, make the very best of it.

At Nile University, we have taken concrete
steps to actualize your dreams through collaborations with universities across the globe.

Vision Statement

We would like to be a part of your journey
through life and, as such, we invite you to come
and grow with us as a student and later, as an
alumnus. Our goal is to help guide your devel4

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng

Mission Statement

To provide students with opportunities for
quality university education that will bring out
the best in them and make them stand tall
through time, ready to face the challenges of a
globalized world.

Nile University of Nigeria visualizes itself as becoming a vanguard university that gains the
respect of the world through academic excellence by providing the highest quality of university education for students from around the
globe.

Build Your Success For A Better Society

Why Choose
Nile University?
There are so many reasons to want to gain a
university education. However, the end goal is
not just about achieving a lucrative career path
but about making impact in your chosen career. At Nile University, ‘Build Your Success For
A Better Society’ is not farfetched because we
offer the maximum support you require to prepare you for your dream career. Of course, not
all jobs require a degree, however, there are several skills employers look out for which include
but are not limited to problem solving, team
working ability, and independent learning. You
will be able to develop these abilities and more
throughout your studies.

NUN Highlights...

◊ Nile University is a member of the “Association

of African Universities and West African
Universities” and has MoU with 28 universities
located in Europe, UK, USA & Africa. These
collaborations enable us provide our students
with the best quality educational experience

◊ Located at the heart of Abuja, a serene city in

Nigeria, Nile University offers easy access to the
city centre and the International Airport.

◊ Professional Nigerian and expatriate lecturers
◊ State of the art laboratories
◊ Diverse student body
◊ Modern library and up to date ICT centre
◊ International standard class rooms and
lecture theatres

◊ Well-equipped

medical facilities to cater for
both staff and students

◊ Recreational

facilities equipped for football,
volleyball, basketball, and table-tennis.

◊ Amazing scholarship opportunities.
◊ Free WiFi
◊ Excellent student-teacher interaction
◊ 24/7 power and water

For more:

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng

“From the serene environment to the calm
of the classrooms, from the smart and inquisitive students to the trained and capable
lecturers; My experience at Nile university of
Nigeria was unique and empowering because
I am who I am in my field as a result of this
amazing institution.
If you’re ambitious and want a high standard
education, NILE university is the place to be.”

Amakhabi Shalom Onome
Petroleum and gas engineering / Valedictorian of 2019
www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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CAMPUS LIFE
Our modern campus located at Abuja gives
students the benefit of quality education and
social lives via access to advanced facilities
and a multicultural student and staff body.
The following facilities and programs, all within easy reach makes student life a rewarding
experience.

Accommodation
Though limited, our highly sought after accomodation is available to both male and female students. Our accomodation facilities
are modern, clean, comfortable and equipped
with Wi-Fi internet connections. Students are
advised to apply early.

Restaurant- Cafeteria
The campus offers various dining options to
students, staff, and visitors. NUN has a cafeteria on campus as well as several private food
vendors to cater to a variety of food preferences. Operated on a pay as you eat basis, the University continually monitors these vendors to
ensure a high standard of hygiene and quality.

Transportation Facilities
NUN offers transportation at specified periods
with fully air conditioned coaster buses.

Student Clubs & Societies
Joining a student club opens the door to building new friendships, enhancing academic
life, collaborating on ideas and projects, and
exploring career opportunities. As an active
member of a student club, you will learn important leadership and management skills. Clubs
currently established are as follows: Business
and Entrepreneurship, Charity, Chess, Cuisine,
Handcraft, Touch Lives, IEEE Nile Chapter, International Students Club, Nile Law Chambers,
Media & Cinema, Peace & Dialogue, Politics,
Polo, Programmers’ club, Society of Petroleum Engineers, Nigerian Economics Students
Association, Postgraduate Society, and Table
Tennis.

For more:

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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Nile University Library
The Nile University Library adequately serves the variety of learning needs and styles. Well-furnished to promote learning, the library houses a wealth of books, journals, and other learning
resources. The library is also equipped with an ICT centre which gives students access to international digital libraries with current e-books and a large range of other multimedia resources. Our
automated library system facilitates easy access to resources.

Guidance & Counseling
We take our students’ personal, social, educational, and career development seriously and, as such,
regard our guidance & counseling services to be essential and integral to the overall educational
process and experience. The aim is to make available to students academic advice, progress and
probation counseling, career planning, social and personal advice.

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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Staff & Faculty
Our academic staff body is distinguished and
uniquely positioned to provide an international educational experience. Thirty percent
of our over 150 academic staff are expatriates
from different countries across the globe. Most
of our Nigerian lecturers are foreign-trained
and boast significant international experience, making them well-placed to provide an
optimal educational experience for students.

Our approach to teaching, learning, and assessment emphasizes practical application
of skills and knowledge. This is made possible
through our myriad of laboratories, including
the Circuit Theory Lab, Electronics Lab, Control
Lab, Electrical Machinery Lab, Digital Design
Lab, Power Electronics Lab, Communication
Lab, Simulation Lab, Computer Lab, Econometrics Lab, Physics Lab, Chemistry Labs, Advanced Research Lab, and Language Lab.

As an undergraduate or postgraduate student of Nile University, you will be part of and
taught in one of our six (6) academic Faculties:
College of Health Sciences, Faculty of Natural
and Applied Sciences, Faculty of Engineering,
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, Faculty of
Law, and Faculty of Management Sciences.
Each faculty offers courses that have been approved by the National Universities Commission. In addition, Nile University continues to
work on offering new programmes.

Classes are strategically designed to accommodate not more than 50 students to enable
lecturers interact with students effectively and
monitor progress closely. Students are encouraged to participate actively in class, and this
is ingrained in our teaching methods. Furthermore, lecturers schedule office hours and tutorials where students can meet with them
and further discuss or ask questions about
class topics.

◊
◊
◊

◊
◊
◊

The Faculty of Law
The College of Health Sciences
The Faculty of Natural & Applied

Sciences
8
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The Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
The Faculty of Management Sciences
The Faculty of Engineering
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Faculty of Law
The program of this faculty provides top rated
university education in the field of law. It provides training in all areas of Law. Law students
are availed with world class facilities and lecturers with several years of experience both
in academia and legal practice in Nigeria.
The faculty produces sound graduates worthy in knowledge and character and, thereby, fit and proper for the legal profession. In
the faculty, the practical aspect of the legal
training is considered as important as the
theoretical aspect. Hence, the law clinic and
moot court. The Law Clinic provides handson legal experience to law students whilst
providing probono legal services to persons
whom cannot afford legal representation.
The moot court provides students with an avenue for healthy competition amongst their
peers, which involve reality-stimulated cases
to advance their training in advocacy.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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College of Health
Sciences
The vision of the College of Health Sciences is
to provide world class quality education with
the aim of generating knowledge, technology,
and health-care education at a global level.
In recognition of the need to provide the best
medical intervention in Nigeria, the management of Nile University of Nigeria has worked
assiduously to set up the College of Health
Sciences with a focus on providing the best
medical school that will train pioneers who will
come up with groundbreaking innovations in
the medical field.
The Faculty’s approach to teaching, learning,
and assessment is focused on the practical application of skills and knowledge. Our modern
approach to learning include smart boards and
the use of mobile technologies. With access to
comprehensive world class laboratories, which
include clinical skills lab, physiology lab, pathology lab, bio-chemistry lab, microbiology lab,
pharmacology lab, anatomy lab and anatomy
museum, students get to combine theoretical
learning with extensive practical and simulations.
In line with international accreditation criteria, students in their first and second year are
taught basic first aid and clinical skills with the
use of robots.
Alongside the use of the world class Nizamiye
Hospital as the Teaching Hospital, the College
has also entered into academic partnerships
with 5 hospitals in the FCT to ensure well-rounded exposure and quality medical education.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties
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Faculty of Natural &
Applied Sciences
The Faculty of Natural and Applied Sciences offers high quality curriculum in the areas of pure
and applied science. All programs in this Faculty have a common first year module, giving students a strong and informed basis for choosing
subsequent modules.
Our teaching, learning, and assessment methods are aimed at giving students the opportunity to enhance existing skills and develop new
ones. Our students have access to training in
modern scientific laboratories which equips
them with skills of global standards that they
can use in real-life situations and at every level
of their educational journey. To achieve this vision, the Faculty encourages academic staff to
update their knowledge through postgraduate
training, research, and workshops.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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Faculty of Engineering
The Faculty offers qualitative educational experience to equip students with adequate skills
and knowledge that will enable them to proffer innovative ideas and solutions in the ever
evolving world of technology and engineering.
Our students experience balanced learning cut
across theory, practical lab work, and competitive course work by which their minds are creatively engaged to encourage research and innovative practices in line with world standard
understanding and approach.
Staff and students are also involved in various
extra-curricular activities, including regular
seminars and presentations, real solution projects and research projects funded by government and industry.
We make work experience part of the curriculum and support students in gaining relevant
placement opportunities. We also provide advice and mentorship in order to help students
tailor their careers and begin their integration
in the workforce.
The Faculty encourages students and staff to
develop synergy across disciplines to facilitate
the development of well rounded, educated,
productive, and ethical individuals well versed
in technology, social, and environmental issues.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties
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Faculty of Arts & Social
Sciences
The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences offers a
vibrant and innovative educational experience
for students interested in English, Economics,
Political Science & International Relations, and
Mass Communication. International staff and
students contribute towards creating a global
context in learning.
The Faculty’s approach to teaching reflects universal academic culture, discipline, and quality
in the provision of education in order to foster
academic excellence, moral leadership, professional responsibility, and social awareness to
produce articulate, sharp, and confident graduates endowed with potentials to overcome the
vast challenges in the dynamic and ever changing face of business around the globe.
We distinguish ourselves by taking an active
interdisciplinary approach to problem solving,
expanding our global initiatives, and promoting
scholarly engagement in current and emerging
social issues.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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Faculty of Management
Sciences
The Faculty of Management Sciences is committed to delivering the highest quality arts,
humanities, and social science education for
the 21st century and performing a cardinal
role in the fulfillment of the mission of Nile
University of Nigeria, Abuja. The Faculty offers
graduate and undergraduate programs of research, scholarship, and artistic expression that
provide students with positive and rewarding
learning experience that promotes broad understanding of different communities, societies, cultures, languages, and ways of learning.
We aim to encourage students to develop
strong critical thinking, analytical reasoning,
problem solving and communication skills,
and creative talents that will foster their development as knowledgeable, engaged, moral,
and confident global citizens and leaders.

For more:

nileuniversity.edu.ng/faculties
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UNDERGRADUATE TUITION FEES
for 2020/2021 ACADEMIC SESSION

UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Applicants for undergraduate programs may be offered scholarships subject to their JAMB
and WAEC results as announced by the Board of Trustee of Nile University of Nigeria. For
the 2020/2021 Academic Session, scholarships would be offered based on the following
criteria:

All Undergraduate Programs EXCEPT
Law & Medicine

240
10%

250
20%

JAMB
260 270 280 290
30% 40% 50% 60%

300
70%

WAEC
6 A1 7 A1 8 A1
10% 20% 30%

300 above + 6 A1 deserves %100

Note: WAEC/JAMB results should be present year’s result

SPORTS
- Students with outstanding performance in sports at national or professional level will get
up-to 100% scholarship, if they participate in NILE team.
- International Olympiads (IMO, IPHO, ICHO, IBO, IOI. PAMO) participants will be offered a
50% scholarship while medalists will get 100% scholarship.

Guidelines on Undergraduate Scholarships:
• Applicants will only be allowed to use either of JAMB or WASSCE results for the
above referenced
scholarships.
• Applicants with both JAMB scores of 300 and above + WAEC of 6 A’s would be
offered 100% scholarships.
• Recipients of scholarships must maintain a minimum average CGPA of 3.50 in
order to retain their scholarships for the subsequent session.
• Recipients of scholarships must not be involved in any act of misconduct or contravene NILE’s regulations.
• NILE reserves the right to withdraw the scholarship offered should the need arise.
• Scholarships are limited to quotas as determined by the management of NILE and
will be offered on first come first serve basis.

Build Your Success For A Better Society

UNDERGRADUATE
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
* Must have at least 5 O’level credits, including English, in not more than 2 sittings.
* For complete requirements, please check the 2020/2021 Jamb Brochure

www.nileuniversity.edu.ng
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•
•
6

Medicine

•
•

Pre-Med
Faculty of Basic
Medical Sciences
Faculty of Basic
Clinical Sciences
Faculty of Clinical
Science

DIRECT ENTRY: Available
UTME SUBJ
BJE
ECTS: Chemistry, Biology and any
other Science subject
UBJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Chemistry,
O’LEVEL SUBJ
Biology and any other Science subject
DIRECT ENTRY: Available

7

Natural &
Applied
Sciences

•
•

Chemistry
Industrial
Chemistry

UTME SUBJ
BJE
ECTS Chemistry, and any two
Science subjects
UBJE
ECTS: Chemistry, and any three
O’LEVEL SUBJ
Science subjects
DIRECT ENTRY: Available

8

9

Natural &
Applied
Sciences

Natural &
Applied
Sciences

•
•
•
•

Biology
Biochemistry
Biotechnology
Microbiology

•

Computer
Science
Software
Engineering
Information
Technology

•
•

•
•
•
10

Engineering
•
•
•

Civil
Computer
Electrical &
Electronics
Petroleum & Gas
Chemical
Mechanical

UTME SUBJ
BJE
ECTS: Chemistry, Biology and any
other Science subject
UBJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Chemistry,
O’LEVEL SUBJ
Biology and any other Science subject
DIRECT ENTRY: Available
UTME SUBJ
BJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Physics and
any other Science subject
UBJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Physics and
O’LEVEL SUBJ
any two Science subjects
DIRECT ENTRY: Available
UTME SUBJ
BJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Physics and
Chemistry
O’LEVEL SUBJ
UBJE
ECTS: Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and any other Science subject

*To be eligible for the PGD programs, a Bachelor’s degree or HND is required.
** To be eligible for the M.Sc. programs, a Bachelor’s degree with a minimum grade of second
class lower in the relevant area is required.
* To be eligible for the Ph.D. programs, a Bachelor’s degree with a minimum grade of second
class lower in the relevant area, as well as a Master’s degree in the relevant area is required.

18
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POSTGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP TERMS AND CONDITIONS
i. First class graduates of NILE will be offered 50% scholarships.
ii. NILE second class upper graduates will be offered 40% scholarship.
iii. NILE second-class lower graduates will be offered 30% scholarships.
DISCOUNTS
a. Parents will get the following SIBLING discount if they have more than one child in NILE.
- 2 children - 5%
- 3 children - 10%
- 4 children - 15%
- 5 children and above - 20%
Note:
• Siblings must share a common biological parent.
• The discount will apply to each NEW sibling and be valid for the normal duration of
studies.
b. Institutions sponsoring applicants to NILE Postgraduate programs will be offered
INSTITUTION discounts as follows for the students joined this session only:
- 3 – 5 = 10%
- 6 – 10 = %20
- 11 and above = %30
c. One (1) immediate family member (child or wife) of the NILE staff will be given 50%
STAFF discount. The discount will remain valid for the duration of studies provided the staff
remains under employment of NILE.
d. NILE graduates (Undergraduate + (PGD) + Master’s + (MPhil)) get 30% discount for PHD
e. NILE graduates (Undergraduate) get 20% discount for PHD
f. NILE graduates ((PGD) + Master’s + (MPhil)) get 10% discount for PHD
g. NILE Staff (Academic and non-academic) gets 50% discount for PHD

Applicants cannot be considered for discounts or scholarships under more
than one criteria. Where applicants are eligible under multiple conditions,
offers would be made based on the criteria that offers the highest discount or
scholarship.
All discounts and scholarships apply to tuition fees only.

NILE UNIVERSITY
OF NIGERIA

Build Your Success For A Better Society
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADDRESS:
Plot 681, Cadastral Zone C-OO, Research & Institution Area, Jabi Airport Bypass,
Abuja FCT, 900001 NIGERIA
CALL US:
+23480 6735 0919, +23480 5489 2616, +2349030001211, +2349036326881
MAIL US:
admission@nileuniversity.edu.ng
info@nileuniversity,edu.ng

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

